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Complete Product Development Service 
 

About ide  
Getting your idea for a product onto the page and then off the production line is a long 
and complex journey and some product design companies don’t give the steps in 
between much priority.  
 
The ide difference is in our absolute attention to detail and quality service at every stage 
of the design, production and delivery process. From concept to creation, from the 
factory floor to the user, ide are with you every step of the way. 
  
Drawing on our skills and experience in engineering, industrial design and new product 
implementation, three founding partners launched ide in 2003 to address the need for a 
complete product development service. Since then we’ve been growing our team, 
refining our processes and expanding our portfolio, all in the service of bringing 
profitable and user-friendly products to market for our clients. 
 

Interview conducted by: Lynn Fosse, Senior Editor, CEOCFO Magazine 
 

CEOCFO: Mr. Sidis, what is the concept behind I D E Group?  
Mr. Sidis: When we started the company, we set out to basically help businesses create valuable intellectual property 
that would enable them to build and grow. The basic concept is that we like to see organizations start and grow by 
discovering new ideas and executing them successfully to realize value. What we are here to do is help them turn their 
concepts, their ideas and their problems into valuable IP, into value that they can build new business around.  
 
CEOCFO: Would you give us an example of a common project for you and maybe something that was a little 
more out of the box?  
Mr. Sidis: A more common project is when a company comes to us with an idea or a market opportunity and they ask us 
to help them asses that opportunity and to discover design concepts that would enable them to exploit that market 
opportunity. Then the project would involve ide working with that client through the whole product development process 
from the start to finish. We call that process “Discover, Develop, Deliver.” What we mean by that is we discover new 
concepts, new ideas and new information and then develop that into something that becomes a final product. We then 
assist our client to manage new product implementation so that they can get that product to market or in some cases 
manufacture and deliver the product on our client’s behalf. That is more of a typical project for us, but there are many 
things in between that we do. Probably one of the more out of the box things that we have done in the past is that we 
have designed and built machines for companies that need manufacturing equipment, test rigs or other types of technical 
equipment; one off or two off machines that we have designed and actually manufactured and delivered to them on site. 
Therefore, there our business can cover the full range of product development and design services sometimes doing very 
early stage design work, but also we have the capability to do hard engineering, detailed development and manufacture.  
 
CEOCFO: What do you understand fundamentally about the process that perhaps other companies do not?  
Mr. Sidis: That is a good question. What is core to our philosophy on how to deliver new product development projects is 
to spend as much time as we can, and budgets sometimes comes into play here, understanding the needs and the wants 
of all stakeholders on the project. It is really getting a great understanding of the use context, of what the end users and 
other priority stakeholders need and see value in that enables you to derive a great product design. It can be very 
important to the success of a project that all stakeholder viewpoints are understood – internal stakeholders in the 
company, suppliers and manufacturers, marketing and clinical or external stakeholders in the value chain. It might include 
repair technicians or retailers and so on. It is really important in terms of success of an end product that you really 
understand the major requirements of all of the stakeholders, and have an in depth understand of who will be touched by 
the product and the influence these parties will have on the product’s success. The better your understanding of this, the 
more likely you are to correctly decide where value can be created in the project and then drive the product design 
towards a successful outcome.  
 

George Sidis 
Managing Director 
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CEOCFO: What is the key to understanding what a company really wants from a product, not what they say they 
want or what they think they want? 
Mr. Sidis: I think the most important thing is to understand why they are doing it. This is something that we also try to 
spend a great deal of time on. In projects we need to understand what the key motivations are for our clients. That is part 
of what we need to understand to set the right direction for a product. Normally the idea is to try and build a new business 
around the idea that they have come to us with. That really needs to be at the heart of what we do; that we are not doing 
design for design’s sake, but we are doing design because someone wants to build an organization, a revenue stream 
and hopefully create jobs around the IP that we are creating. This is normally at the heart of every project that we are 
doing.  
 
CEOCFO: I know that you work in a number of different industries. Are there particular areas of preference or 
areas where perhaps you would like to have greater inroads than you do now? 
Mr. Sidis: I would not say that there are places where we would like to have greater inroads. What we are really 
passionate about is developing great new products that companies can build new businesses around. I suppose we are 
industry agnostic from that perspective. However, currently around three quarters of our work is in the medical devices 
and pharmaceutical industry. We do also do a lot of work on consumer products and in technical and scientific industries 
where we have even done some production machinery and test equipment. Those three areas are probably where we 
have the most expertise. They are the areas that we most often work in, but every now and then you get something 
different and I think that that is something we are really good at; understanding new things quickly. That is our job to a 
large extent. So while we are not so interested in doing any type of work in particular, we do have some strong core 
expertise in the three areas that I mentioned.  

 
CEOCFO: The AtomoRapid HIV™ device was named Best In Show at the 2014 MDEA. Would you tell us what you 
did and how you handled that project to come up what a result that is clearly recognized? 
Mr. Sidis: We basically were given the opportunity to do a start to finish project the way we wanted to do it. That basically 
meant utilizing our philosophy of discover, develop, deliver, and being able to deliver to our client our core competency – 
managing the process of product development from start to finish and providing a successful outcome. This started with 
the discover phase and doing a ton of work in getting to the real heart of understanding where the value in the product 
would be and therefore where to concentrate the technical and design effort to make sure that we have a successful 
product delivered at the end of the project. It was during the discover phase that we identified the core problem, the 
resolution of which would derive real and significant value for our client. We found that the existing solutions on the market 
worked extremely well in a lab, but no one had really paid attention to the fact that there were relatively high user error 
rates in point of care settings. We then did a lot of work understanding user and stakeholder context using various forms 
of user research and studies to really get an in depth knowledge of the context that these devices would be employed in. 
This involved getting to know a group of disparate stakeholders that touched the product – clinicians, NGOs, regulatory 
authorities, government health systems and various other organizations that really needed to have a product that could fit 
in within their own particular requirements in order for the product to make it to market. The discover phase also involved 
ideation and concept development, creating new ideas that would fulfill the stakeholder requirements identified. Once we 
felt we had an in-depth knowledge of the stakeholder needs and requirements, and some promising solutions that would 
provide value we moved into our develop phase. This involved undertaking the detailed design and engineering required 
to make this product work and execute on our vision. Then finally, we undertook our deliver phase this involved doing 
verification and validation testing of the product, manufacturing the product to be used in the undertaking of these tests 
and delivering a technical file to the client that would support its regulatory approvals in various jurisdictions around the 
world. Now at the conclusion of the project our involvement has continued as we are currently manufacturing device sub-
assemblies for incorporation in the client’s final product for sale.  
 
CEOCFO: Is that unusual for you?  
Mr. Sidis: Supplying manufacturing services to our clients is something that we have not done a lot of in the past, but it is 
something that we want to do more and more of in the future. That is because we feel that the ordinary model for doing 
outsourced product development or design consulting, the hourly rate model, does not always allow the interests of the 
client and the service supplier to be perfectly aligned. You get paid your fees and do the work and hand it over to the 
clients and they go and commercialize. Because our real desire is to help our clients build businesses; we have always 
been interested in coming up with models where we share risk and reward with clients on projects. One of the ways we do 
this is by providing manufacturing for our clients as this can be a way to share risk and long term rewards in the ongoing 

“We stand out because our people are really passionate about our client’s businesses and 
really take those businesses on as their own. Our core desire that we share with our staff is 
to build organizations that we engage with around the valuable IP that we create.”  

                                                  - George Sidis 
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benefit of the IP we produce and the new business that we created with our client. This is something that we always 
desire to do for the right project. 
 
CEOCFO: Where does sustainability come into play for you? 
Mr. Sidis: I would say that it varies a little bit in terms of what the client requires. However, one of the standard 
requirements that we would assess in any project is sustainability. We understand that it is a very important part of what 
we do. Obviously, our designs get mass produced. They do leave an environmental footprint. Therefore, we do try and 
use sustainable materials. We try to design things to minimize the amount of material that is required. We do try to employ 
basic sustainability principals in our design. It is important to us. We try to have products, where possible, that are cradle 
to cradle. We try to use materials that are recyclable and so on. It is definitely core to what we are trying to do in terms of 
design work. However, you also have to understand that the client’s industry and target market is important as well. 
Therefore, we need to be flexible in how we work and in how we do things to make sure we make our client is successful.  
 
CEOCFO: What surprised you as the business has grown and developed? What has changed in your approach? 
What have you learned? 
Mr. Sidis: We have been running for over ten years now and I think one of the key things that we have learned is to be 
ourselves more. That is going to sound a little bit funny, but I think we really love what we do and we really are passionate 
about producing great new products. This goes back to the conversation earlier about wanting to have a deep understand 
of what we are doing. When we engage with a client, their business becomes our business, too. In the beginning we were 
a little bit worried about showing that passion, particularly when we were initially building a relationship with a client. 
However, now we are really open about it. That is a core value of our business, that when we engage with a client, their 
business becomes our business. We are very much engaged in making sure their business becomes successful on the 
back of what we produce. That means that we become very passionate about their business and very much want to carry 
their business forward. I think that is really important. I think that is something that we are much more open about now, 
than we probably were at the start when we maybe did not have the confidence to be ourselves. That is probably the key 
thing that has changed in the last ten years.  
 
CEOCFO: What is your geographic range today? 
Mr. Sidis: In terms of clients, we have clients in Australia, in the US and in Europe. We have also proposed on a number 
of projects in Asia as well. Therefore, although we are not an overly large company, we definitely consider ourselves to be 
in the global marketplace. We definitely believe that we want to and can do work all over the world. We have two actual 
offices. One of those is in Sydney, Australia, where I am based. The second is in Hershey, Pennsylvania, that we set up 
about four and a half years ago.  
 
CEOCFO: Why should I D E Group standout as a company? 
Mr. Sidis: We stand out because of our people. We are a people based business. We stand out because our people are 
really passionate about our client’s businesses and really take those businesses on as their own. Our core desire that we 
share with our staff is to build organizations that we engage with around the valuable IP that we create. That means that 
when we are designing for a purpose, we are not designing for designing’s sake; we are designing and developing and 
creating new intellectual property that will basically drive new revenues that will create jobs and allow organizations to 
build and grow and flourish. That is what we are about. That is why we think we are different from other providers out 
there. 
 

 
BIO: George graduated from the University of New South Wales (Sydney, Australia) as a Chemical Engineer but took his 
career in a different direction when he joined PricewaterhouseCoopers to help businesses with R&D and technology 
commercialization. After a number of years at PwC, having helped over 100 clients fund R&D and commercialization 
projects, George saw an opportunity to for a business that would do a great job doing R&D and technological 
development with an end business goal in mind. A place where great ideas and great design would flourish because the 
skills were there to not only design but to execute on the vision for that design and allow creation of a commercially 
successful product. George founded ide with two partners in 2003. 
 
As ide’s Managing Director George takes care of all aspects of the business apart from new product development, freeing 
up the rest of the team to solve problems and build ideas into products. Since 2003 ide has built up an impressive portfolio 
of work with clients in the medical device, pharmaceutical and consumer product industries. Designing and executing to 
created successful products across three continents. 
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ide 
Hershey Center for Applied Research 

1214 Research Blvd, Suite 1021 
Hummelstown PA 17036 

717 312 4307 
www.idegroupinc.com 

 


